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Introductions

•Your Name
•School District
•Year you were elected

Please Share With the Group
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CHAPTER 1
History Matters: Education 
Improvement Act of 1992
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Table 
Discussion

What skills are necessary 
for the Board/ 

Superintendent team to 
be successful?
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Desirable Skills
LEAD a complex educational organization

AFFIRM mission, vision and core values

CREATE/SUPPORT viable policy

ALLOCATE human and fiscal resources wisely

HANDLE conflict via negotiations, compromise and human relations practices
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Desirable Skills
BUILD new and more substantive school-community relations

SUPPORT major school improvement efforts

PROVIDE adequate facilities

TOLERATE ambiguity and uncontrollable events

RESPECT student, faculty and parent rights
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Desirable Skills
UNDERSTAND diversity issues and effectively COLLABORATE with interest 
groups and coalitions

DO what is necessary with poorly performing employees

HELP capable employees become even better

DEMONSTRATE ability to work with teachers’ organizations and other 
coalitions
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Desirable Skills
SUPPORT curriculum that is aligned with state standards

ENSURE all students learn

ENCOURAGE grants and under creative funding sources

BE WILLING to work as needed

ADVOCATE for safe school initiatives
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Important Concepts

• The 21st Century school board and superintendent relationship 
must be underscored by a unique partnership that acknowledges 
role and responsibility overlap.

• This overlap may create tension between the school board and 
superintendent HOWEVER,  this tension is manageable!

• The school board-superintendent team is a leadership and 
governance imperative if we want to restore and maintain trust and 
confidence in local control for education.
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Activity
View the list of quotes on page 6 in your materials and consider the 
following question:

As you think about your school board and superintendent as a team, 
which quote best describes your team from your perspective and why? 

If you have a quote you would prefer to use other than the ones listed… 
please do so!
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Share your answer 
and rationale
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CHAPTER 2
Legal Duties of the Board and 

Superintendent; Job Description of 
Superintendent & Governance Role 

of Board
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Who is responsible for what?
Powers & Duties of the Board and Superintendent
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Board and 
Superintendent Roles

Tennessee law prescribes 
some specific duties 
performed only by the 
Board and some performed 
only by the superintendent.  
Additionally, some actions 
require the Board and the 
Superintendent to reach 
consensus.
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• Manage and control all schools through board 
policy

Manage and control

• Approve budget and fix salary scales

Approve

• Purchase all supplies, etc. (often handled by 
the executive committee consistent with State 
laws and regulations)

Purchase

• Grant tenure…based on the recommendation 
of the director of schools.

Tenure

Legal 
Duties of 

the School 
Board
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Legal 
Duties of 

the School 
Board

Visit schools when the Board 
determines that visits are necessary

Construct buildings

Create a DHA (disciplinary hearing authority) for 
the purpose of suspending, dismissing or 
alternatively placing students

Based on the recommendation of the Director of 
Schools, dismiss tenured employees for cause 
(Name a hearing officer)
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Legal Duties of the School Board

Prepare and 
approve

an annual 
budget

Employ

a director 
of schools

Consolidate

schools 
when it 

becomes 
necessary

Lease or 
sell

buildings 
and/or 

property

Retain

legal 
counsel
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Job Description of the 
Superintendent
• Act on behalf of the Board to ensure that 

all laws and regulations of the State and 
Federal governments are followed

• Enforce board policy
• Make recommendations to the board
• Generally, supervise all the schools
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Job Description of the 
Superintendent
• Employ, assign, transfer, and dismiss all 

employees of the school district
• Prepare an annual budget for board approval
• Advise the board on recommended salary 

schedules
• Recommend teachers for tenure
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Governance v. 
Management

Governance: The 
creation of a setting in 
which others can manage 
effectively

Management: The 
making of operating 
decisions
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The Governance Role of the School Board

School Board

Promotion: Advocates;
Engages the Community;

Lobbies for Education
and the District

Hires and Evaluates
the Superintendent

Approves and Provides
Oversight for the Budget 

and Secures
Necessary Funding

Policy: Sets Policy 
and Holds

Superintendent
Accountable for
Implementation

Planning:  Establishes
Basic Beliefs; Mission; 

Vision; and Broad
Goals
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The Management Role of the Superintendent

Serves as the 
Educational Leader in 
the Community and 

Provides Sound
Recommendations to

the Board

Provides Information 
to the Board In Time

to Make Fact 
Based Decisions

Superintendent

Manages the 
Day to Day 

Operations of the
School District

Effectively Executes 
the Policies/Laws of

the Board, State, and 
Federal Government

Understands the 
Pressures Often Placed on 

Board Members by the
Community

Keeps Board 
Members informed 
about time sensitive 
issues in the district.
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Consider These Three Questions:
What issues should the superintendent address without consulting 
the school board for its opinion or approval?

What issues or decisions should the school board entertain without 
the superintendent’s input?

What issues require collaboration between the board and 
superintendent before any action is taken?

See Page 35
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Table Discussion

• If you are comfortable doing so, share some of your 
responses with the other people at your table.

• PLEASE do not judge others’ responses as right or 
wrong

• Everyone at the table may ask clarifying questions
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Sharing & Takeaways

•Share your table’s responses and 
observations
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Managing Expectations

Keep a Positive Attitude

Always Do Your Best

Be Respectful of Others
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Team
Decision 
Making
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Decision Making Steps
■ Define the problem.
■ Gather information on the problem.
■ Get the superintendent’s recommendation and consider any 

alternative recommendation he or she may offer (for example, 
input from the Finance Director, HR Director or Legal 
Counsel).

■ Forecast the consequences.
■ Check the proposed decisions against values, goals, and 

mission.
■ Decide, determine, settle, conclude, and resolve.
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Final Decision
DECIDE…on the best course of action

DETERMINE…understand the probable result of the decision

SETTLE…any ancillary issues

CONCLUDE…the process

BE RESOLVED… that the process has yielded the best course of action for the 
present
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Data-Driven Decision Making
• Who gathers the data?

• How are data disseminated?

• How are decisions made?

Knowledge

DataInformation
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What if…

The decision is 
not unanimous

The decision is 
not for the 

board

The decision 
making has 

consequences

The team 
makes the 

wrong decision
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The Decision is not Unanimous

Differing opinions are always possible

Not every decision needs to be unanimous…boards are split from 
time to time

Board members and superintendents must gain a working 
knowledge of each other

Understanding what drives individuals is insightful for everyone on 
the team
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The Decision is Not for the Board

Acknowledge that the board’s responsibility is not to run the school and recognize that 
by assignment or delegation it is the role of the superintendent

A Superintendent does not need to wait for school board authorization when he/she is 
given the authority to act in a particular circumstance or in compliance to a specific 
requirement

However, this does not negate the requirement to provide the data that support the 
action in accordance with existing statute or local board policy

The superintendent needs to communicate her or his actions to the board
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The Decision Has Consequences

A board member must be prepared to participate in the 
district’s governance

EVERY decision is important, and the impact must always be 
considered

A willingness to stand behind the recommendation and 
decision is the type of executive leadership that is necessary
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The Team Makes the Wrong Decision

Understand it

Make sure you 
understand what 
current data are 
providing that 
contradicts the board’s 
previous action

Own it

Accept that the 
previous decision, 
however well intended, 
was incorrect or is no 
longer viable

Correct it

Proceed with the 
corrective action that 
provides the best 
solution after 
consideration of the 
latest information.
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Committed and effective 
leadership
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10 Key Leadership Traits

1. Communication
2. Organization
3. Confidence
4. Respect
5. Fairness

6. Integrity
7. Influence
8. Delegation
9. Facilitation
10. Negotiation
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Building Strong Team Relationships

WHEN YOUR TEAM 
MEETS

OFFER SOLUTIONS, 
NOT JUST PROBLEMS
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Building Strong Team Relationships

DO NOT BLAME OTHERS
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Building Strong Team Relationships

PAY ATTENTION TO YOUR COMMUNICATION
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Building Strong Team Relationships

NEVER BLINDSIDE TEAM MEMBERS
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Building Strong Team Relationships

HONOR COMMITMENTS
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Building Strong Team Relationships

SHARE CREDIT FOR COMPLETED WORK
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Building Strong Team Relationships

HELP OTHERS REACH THEIR POTENTIAL
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BREAK
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CHAPTER 3
Selecting a Superintendent of Schools
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Test Your Knowledge
Answer the Questions on

Page 39
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Qualifications 
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Is a Superintendent Search 
Required?

NO
50



Are Applications subject to 
open records Requests?

YES
51

May we conduct interviews 
in a closed session?

No
52



Is a written contract 
required?

YES
53

Other Requirements
Tenn. Code Ann. 49-2-203(a)(14)(b) 
Each school board shall adopt a written policy 
regarding the method of accepting and 
reviewing applications and interviewing 
candidates for the position of director of 
schools
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Policy Language
When a vacancy occurs, the appointment of a director of schools is a 
function of the board. The board is responsible for finding the person it 
believes can most effectively translate into action the policies of the 
board and the goals of the community and the professional staff.

The board may employ a consultant to advise and assist the board in the 
search and selection process. However, final selection shall rest with the 
board after a thorough consideration of qualified applicants. An interim 
director of schools appointed during the time of a search shall not 
become a candidate unless the board expressly permits such inclusion in 
the selection procedures. A board member may not apply for or in any 
other way be considered for the position of director of schools.
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Policy Language
■ If the board chooses to conduct a search the board shall initially develop the 

following:
– A job description; 
– A timeline;
– A process for accepting and reviewing applications; and

■ Selection procedures which shall include, but not be limited to, the following:

– The board may invite the community to participate in the process of selecting a 
director of schools. Resumes of persons interviewed by the board shall be available in 
the central office for public inspection. 

– The interview process for each finalist shall include meetings with various staff and 
community groups and an interview with the entire board.

– Candidates shall be interviewed by the board in an open session. Only board 
members will be allowed to ask questions during the interview.

■ The board shall attempt to select a director by unanimous vote, but a simple majority 
vote of the membership of the board shall be required for the appointment of a 
director of schools.
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Important Limitations on a School 
Board’s Authority 
■ For a period of 45 days prior to and 30 days following 

a school board elections, a school board may not…
– Terminate without cause
– Extend a contract
– Enter into a new contract
– Employ an interim superintendent longer than 60 days 

from the general school board election
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Other Considerations
•Should the board use a consultant? (page 47)
•How long should this process take? (sample 
timetable can be found on page 44)
•Supt. Search FAQ (pages 45-47)
•What about an Interim Superintendent?
•Should an interim be a candidate?
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The Superintendent Interview 
Process
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Interview Pointers

Prior to beginning the 
interviews, agree upon a 
set of prepared questions 
that are aligned with the 
selection criteria adopted 

by the board

Carefully review each 
finalist’s resume prior to 

the interview

Agree in advance which 
board member will ask 

which question(s) and do 
not vary those 
assignments 

Allow time for each 
candidate to make brief 
opening remarks prior to 
the interview and ask any 
follow-up questions at the 

end of the interview
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Avoid
Red Flag Questions
See pages 56-60
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Red Flag Alternatives
See pages 56-60
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The Interview Process

At your tables, discuss 
the questions you would 

most like to ask a 
superintendent 

candidate

Choose one or  two of 
the questions to share 

with the group
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WHAT HAVE YOU 
LEARNED?
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LUNCH
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CHAPTER 4
The Superintendent’s Contract
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Contract:  The Next Steps
■ The Superintendent’s contract is the School Board’s agreement 

with its sole employee around the important work that will be 
done for the children of the district

■ School Boards want to provide an attractive contract for their 
new Superintendent

■ Both the Board and the Superintendent should demonstrate 
good faith in negotiating a fair and reasonable contract for the 
school district.

■ Contract must reflect what the Board and Superintendent want 
and expect of each other for the length of the agreement.
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Key Contract Clauses

Duration Compensation Benefits Accountability
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Duration

Term Renewal Severance
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Compensation

Salary Relocation 
Expense Annuities
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Benefits
Automobile

Dues

Insurance

Vacation
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Accountability

Responsibilities

Expectations

Measurements
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SHOW ME
THE 
MONEY
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Superintendent Salaries - Nationwide
Enrollment Median Base Salary
100,000 + $242,500

50,000 – 99,000 $248,000
25,000 – 49,999 $240,000
10,000 – 24,999 $207,000
5,000 – 9,999 $192,000
3,000 – 4,999 $165,500
1,000 – 2,999 $143,000
300 – 999 $127,460

Fewer than 300 $108,000

Findings: Consistent with previous years, salaries increase as district enrollment increases.
Findings from 2020-2021 AASASuperintendent Salary & Benefits Study
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SUPERINTENDENT 
CONTRACTRESEARCH
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TN Statewide Superintendent Contract 
Information 2021-2022

Average years of experience as superintendent overall – 5.99 years

Average years of experience as Superintendent in current district – 5.22 years

Average length of current contract – 3.35 years

Average base salary – $129,044

Median base salary – $120,000
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Superintendent Salaries - TN

Enrollment Average Base Salary Median Base Salary
25,000 + $248,417 $262,500

10,000 – 24,999 $144,690 $146,406
2,500 – 9,900 $135,045 $128,250
700 – 2,499 $107,303 $104,235
Less than 700 $91,143 $92,213

This information comes from self-reported data and does not include every district in TN.
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Superintendent Salaries - East

Enrollment Average Base Salary Median Base Salary

25,000 + $228,160 $228,160

10,000 – 24,999 $152,331 $150,000

2,500 – 9,999 $137,899 $131,500

700 – 2,499 $105,304 $108,000

Less than 700 $77,333 $70,000
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Superintendent Salaries - Middle

Enrollment Average Base Salary Median Base Salary

25,000 + $287,000 $287,000

10,000 – 24,999 $143,177 $140,000

2,500 – 9,999 $127,965 $122,000

700 – 2,499 $106,851 $104,235

Less than 700 $102,813 $102,813
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Superintendent Salaries - West

Enrollment Average Base Salary Median Base Salary

25,000 + $293,500 $293,500

10,000 – 24,999 $146,000 $146,000

2,500 – 9,999 $138,083 $128,500

700 – 2,499 $109,236 $104,531

Less than 700 $94,760 $93,800
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CHAPTER 5
Measuring Success Through the 

Superintendent’s Evaluation
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The Superintendent Performance Evaluation
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Essentials for an Effective Evaluation

Annual
Every Board 

Member 
Participates

Written
Composite 

Communicated 
Openly

Clear Expectations 
for Overcoming Any 
Identified Details

Written Summary of 
Conclusions

Required by TCA 
49-2-203

See Sample Instrument on pages 87-101
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BREAK
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CHAPTER 6
The Board/Superintendent Team
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Do You Believe?
ü The Superintendent and 

School Board work together 
toward the same goals for the 
school district.  

ü They form a team with 
separate roles and 
responsibilities.  

ü One is a governance role, and 
the other is a management 
role.
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Do You Believe?
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What gets in the Way of 
Effective Teams
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Common 
Problems

Absence of Trust

Avoiding Accountability

Lack of Commitment

Inattention to Results

Fear of Conflict
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Other Issues that “Get in the Way”

A “know it all” 
attitude
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Other Issues that “Get in the Way”

My Way or the 
Highway
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Other Stumbling Blocks

Focus on details and procedures rather than goals and policies

Focus on political career

Using media to “abuse” fellow team members

Failing to share the success but quick to place blame
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WINNING 
TEAM 
STRATEGIES
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Effective 
Teams…

Utilize strengths…minimize weaknesses

Put the success of the team first

Accountability not criticism

Remember the common goal

A team can win or lose….but it’s more 
fun to win
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Key 
Indicators 
of 
Effective 
Teams

Buy-in Trust

Diversity Reality 
checks

Consensus 
seeking 
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School Board Retreat
Building a strong team through 

strengthening relationships 
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•At your tables…

•Share your experiences 
with board retreats
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What Can We Do at a Retreat?

• Set Goals
• Review duties, responsibilities, and decision making
• Self Assessment
• Annual Plan
• In-depth Topics
• Discuss communication Styles
• Have Fun!
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Great Superintendent
• Has a clear vision
• Instructional leader
• Effective 

communicator
• Good manager

• Good listener
• Willing to take risks
• Willing to commit
• Flexible 
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Great Board Member
• Has a clear vision
• Communicates 

actions to the 
community

• Works as a team 
member

• Adopts a fiscally 
sound budget

• Makes decisions 
based on what is best 
for ALL students

• Advocates at the 
local, state, and 
national level for 
public education
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Ineffective Superintendents
• Get mired in details
• Disorganized
• Unavailable
• Always making 

excuses

• Have no coherent 
plan

• Agree with 
everyone and never 
takes a stand
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Ineffective Board Members
• Focus on one issue or talk 

aimlessly at meetings
• Not respectful or 

collaborative in public
• Come to meetings 

unprepared
• Rubber stamp all 

proposals without asking 
questions

• Micromanage instead of 
focusing on district-wide 
policies

• Put forth a political 
agenda with little 
relevance to student 
achievement
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CHAPTER 7
Board Self-Assessment
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EVERY SCHOOL 
BOARD SHOULD 

PARTICIPATE IN SOME 
TYPE OF EVALUATION 

ANNUALLY
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Board Self-
Assessments 
are desirable 
because:

The board should set an example

The assessment tool uncovers 
problems if they exist and identifies 
areas where improvement is needed

The evaluation keeps the board 
mindful of its own operations and 
procedures
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Is board evaluation for you?

Complete activity on 
page 125
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Final Thoughts
Schools should not be reflections of what 
society is…but what it can and should become
Failure is an EVENT not a person
When you are right, don’t gloat
People will attribute motives to your decisions 
that never even crossed your mind
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Sometimes you just have to…

Let it Go!
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
PARTICIPATION

Please complete the per diem and turn it in before you leave. 
Evaluation forms will be emailed to you.
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